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Weekly Newsletter from 18 – 22 September 2017 
Index Fund and ETF’s are heading on same path like housing market of 2007/8, there will 

be no buyers of these etfs and Index fund 

 

Dear Members,  

Last week, the markets held value, dollar rebounded, and oil gained value, grains also moved higher 
and coffee performed very well. Base metals went down sharply lower and precious metals traded 
negative as predicted. Thirty -Year bond remained in negative directions. Last week major volatility 
was witnessed in the currency market; Pound created some panic in the currency market as traders 
rushed to cover shorts. Most of predictions are going well except for the stock markets.  

Once again, I did my astro homework and all astro combinations are still pointing to a major crash in 
the short term as well as chances of starting longer term bear market so let me discuss point by point: 

1. If the market falls between 20 and 30% in the month of October then the bear market will 
get over by the middle of November and a great buying opportunity will come in the market 
by the end of November.  

2. If the market falls 10 to 12% in October then the market may adopt a longer-term bear 
market which may continue for the next six years. No buying is recommended until 2023 in 
this case.  

3. Markets are fully priced and most of the frontline stocks have achieved tops, and many key 
market leaders will fall around 50% from here and may not see the current prices for many 
years or even in decades so be aware. No investment is recommended in any stocks at this 
stage. We are recommending hedge fund and institutional traders to stay sideline or cash in. 
I don’t have any answer at this stage on where to invest money from here onwards but once 
October is over then we may able to provide some investment ideas.     

4. We already predicted that from 21st September 2017 onwards one more negative astro cycle 
will be added in the ongoing bear market cycle. The final worst cycle for the market will come 
from 12th October. We still believe that a massive fall in the market will come between 12th 
October to 30 October 2017. During these 18 days, the markets will crash unexpectedly by 
20% or more. I still remember that no one on this planet predicted one of greatest bull market 
starting from 6 March 2009 but we did very loudly and clearly.  

5. Dollar index is about to take major U turn, which would be also negative news for the USA 
market. Commodity stocks will also struggle which may not help market trend.  

6. I am too much worried about Index fund and etfs which could bring disaster; investors won’t 
able to cash if markets fall overnight and most people won’t able to get out from index funds 
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for decades. I am very serious in my note. I don’t predict for fun, every prediction we make 
from astro cycle had valid reasons. 

7. In the last two weeks Bitcoin collapsed sharply lower, and still major weakness can come so 
stay away from investing money anywhere. 

8. The oncoming bear market may create a problem for the housing market and FED policy.  

I know that at this stage, to sell historic crash in the market predictions have become very difficult for 
me because the market has been holding value since the last two months. Most of the markets are 
trading sideways since the last four months.  

Every day we are receiving emails from members asking some questions again and again about the 
markets, and yes, I understand the concern but I am more concerned about myself coming wrong. 
Let’s wait until 30th October 2017; if I fail in my predictions then I will answer all questions so let’s wait 
and watch. Hold shorts in markets, hold positions in UVXY though it is trading far below our predicted 
support level. 

Apple launched new iPhone; they have been fixing a few things and released a new device. A phone 
is becoming a commodity product now which is very dangerous for Apple. It looks like innovation is 
dying at Apple; there is no vision presented by Tim Cook in since Steve Job departed.  The Eight 
Hundred-billion-dollar company is going in the most dangerous directions and I am concerned about 
the Apple stock. Also, I am very much concerned about Facebook and Netflix. Globally, nothing 
exciting is happening in business and the industry. At least Tesla’s Musk talks about the future of the 
world and always talks about innovative ideas. Retailers have collapsed in the last three years; biotech 
stocks are struggling, and most sectors are trading without any clear directions. A few stocks in 
Defense are taking DOW higher. Beware as the biggest trap is taking in the market so stay away and 
hold sell positions in the market. Most of the markets will fall and they will fall suddenly without any 
warning signs. Hold cash and hold put options of short positions in markets.  

FED will be announcing the rate decision; unclear FED directions can be a catalyst for the markets so 
selling is recommended in stocks and buying in recommended in USD after FED decisions or by end of 
the day. On Thursday, the real picture of the markets and dollar will be out, and it will be very negative 
for markets and dollar will run higher so get ready to take big bet after FED announcement.  

Best trades:  

Last week buying recommendations in coffee have done well, prices move from $129.80 to $142.70 
in the five trading sessions. Next year, the target in coffee is $375 or higher which means that coffee 
is ready to move towards a historic high. US Dollar is around the bottom; buy aggressively on late 
Wednesday and sell more of currencies (read currency sections carefully). In my trading career, I made 
big money in coffee during 2004/5 bull market. Just now I got a flashback of 2001/2 about bullish 
comment of commodity and other financial areas. 

In 2001/2 we made very interesting and amazing predictions:   
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We predicted gold moving from $271 to $1800, silver $4.35 to $50.00, copper $65.00 to $400, 
Platinum $400 to $2000 and Palladium from $175 to $750 levels. Coffee from $61 to $300, euro from 
0.8200 to 1.3950, oil from $16.88 to $1000. We also recommended all members to buy natural 
resources stocks. Most of Gold and silver stocks were trading in cents, we recommended buying and 
predicted many stocks will move up with 10 to 100 folds which they did.  

In 2001/2 our view was very bearish on dollar for seven years, in 2007/8 we recommended covering 
all shorts in dollar and selling most of currencies right at top. I know most of you were witnessed of 
these predictions. Who will forget our bearish call on market in 2007, we said that a “melt down in 
banking and housing sectors which would bring greatest crash in stock market”. And finally, in the last 
week of February 2009 it was one of the best predictions we made was buying market, we stated “go 
all in, even you sell hard assets and buy stocks for the next seven years”. Since that market never 
looked back.  

I know how painful it was for me to read the email of one person who stated that “Mr. Sharma I wish 
I should have remain long in market by still trusting your longer-term target of 3200 if S&P”. Yes, I 
have been wrong on market predictions since last two months, I am not hiding my face but I still 
believe that the bear market will come and this bear market will teach greatest lessons to all bankers 
and financial institutions. We have another 41 days pending and we still see unexpected drastic fall in 
market will come from 12 October to 30 October. Fall can even take place later this week but that is 
the most powerful astro combinations of fall. I don’t have ego, don’t think that I want to prove myself 
right and that is the reason I have been predicting bearish trend, I don’t have any ego and pride, I just 
predict what I see in my theory. Many times I have been wrong on short term time cycle but most of 
time every longer trend predictions came true so I will wait till last day of October.  

Here is this week newsletter from 18-22 September; 

GOLD/SILVER/BASE METALS 

Last week gold and silver traded negative as predicted...  
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Last week, most of the markets traded mixed, but except for 
USA, the rest of the global markets failed to move towards 
a new high. In international markets, FSTI London lost big 
value on Thursday and Friday. Brazil and Indian markets 
tried to test all time all high. Dow tested its all-time high 
and S&P remained around its all-time high. September 
contracts expired without any major noise of move.  

This week looks mixed for markets for the first two days but from Wednesday… On Thursday, major 
corrections in all major global markets will start so watch the market momentum from late 
Wednesday or Thursday.   

On Friday…  

 

THIRTY YEAR BOND 

Last week Thirty Year bond came down from the higher sides. 
We are recommending trading in and out during this week. 
Watch 153-00 level closely as…  

 

 

 

SOFT COMMODITIES 

Last week coffee prices performed very well and cotton came 
down sharply lower as predicted. Sugar and cocoa held 

value 
on the 
lower 
side. 

Orange 
Juice and 

Lumber traded mixed as predicted. Our view…  

 

GRAINS 
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Last week grains gained value as expected.  Corn and soy oil 
struggled and will struggle…but wheat, meal and soy gained 
value as expected. This week also, we are not 
recommending any buying in corn and soy oil… 

 

 

 

ENERGY 

Last week oil prices gained value, and this week also oil will 
act stable or a bit positive on…  

 

 

 

CURRENCIES 

Dollar Index remained volatile during last week but held lower 
side value very well. Pound came in attention as it moved 
sharply higher and there are possibilities that it may achieve 
our predicted higher side level of 1.3778. Close all long in 
Pound around 1.3775 level, don’t short in Pound at this stage 
but from Thursday one can take short positions in Pound. We 

have recommended buying around 
1.2121 level with the target of 1.3375 to 
1.3775 level and those who bought must 
have done very well.  

The rest of the currencies also traded 
volatile…. 

To read complete weekly newsletter click 
here to subscribe: 

https://www.mahendraprophecy.com/weekly-newsletter-subscription.php 

https://www.mahendraprophecy.com/weekly-newsletter-subscription.php
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Thanks & God Bless 

Mahendra Sharma 

Sent – 18 September 2017, 5.00 AM Mumbai 

Chart are taken from ino, kitco and Trading charts websites.    
 

Make wave of nature/astronomical cycle an integral part of your  
trading/Investment strategies! 

 

 

Disclaimer: 

Mahendraprophey.com services are provided to you for informational purposes only and none of the information on the website or letters 

should be construed as recommendations to buy or sell a particular security, future contracts or a solicitation of offers to buy or sell a 

particular security. The author may make available, certain information related to the potential price movement of particular securities, but 

such information is for informational purposes only and should not be construed as an endorsement or recommendation.   

Readers are strongly advised to use their own judgment, conduct research and to question everything that they read. The information is 

generic in nature and is not targeted at individuals or individual circumstances. All opinions are simply opinions. 

All of the content published on Mahendraprophecy.com and by Mahendra Sharma is to be used for informational purposes only and without 

warranty of any kind. 

Trading of securities, futures market and other financial instruments may not be suitable for all users of this information. Trading stocks and 

investing in the stock, options and futures market in general has large potential rewards. However, they also have large potential risks of 

losing money. 

Traders should consult their own financial advisors regarding any securities transaction, and be responsible for their own investment 

decisions. Past performance is not indicative of future results. 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 
Copyrights: We have just updated the copyrights of our work on www.mahendraprophecy.com, under US and International 
laws. There will be heavy penalties and severe legal actions will be taken against individuals, groups, or firms who reproduce, 
copy, edit or forward our work in any way, shape or form without the authorized consent of Mahendra Sharma.   
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Reading daily range:  When we predict a weaker trend it means that prices can break on the lower side and can 
trade below the predicted lows.  

When we predict a positive trend, it means that the daily price can break on the upside and can trade higher than 
the predicted price. 

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/?track=sep4mailer
http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php
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